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PLAN CHANGES: 
 
Path: Records and Enrollment > Career and Program Information > Student Program/Plan 
 

 
 
To change a plan for a student, including majors and minors: 
 
Forms required:  Official Declaration of Major form or Official Declaration of Minor form for 
undergraduates, Internal Admit form for graduates. 
 
Changes to plans are effective the date that the college signs the form. 
 
On the first page the most current row is in view but the prior rows can be viewed.  Wherever you are in 
the rows is where the row will be added once you press the + button.  Be sure you are on the most 
current row when you add a row. 

• Note:  for those changes which are effective prior to the last effective dated row you must call 
the Registrar’s Office to assist you in completing this. 

 
Press the insert row button (+).  The effective date will default to today’s date.  If the effective date of the 
change is different change the date then press <TAB> to get to the Program Action field. 

• Note:  plan changes effective dated after the first day of a term that a student tries to register 
for will not be recognized by classes that are ERG'd by plan. 

 
In the program action field select Plan Change (PLNC) from the drop down box and press <TAB>.  The 
fields which are available for update at this time will be open.  Those that are not will be grayed out.  
Since there are no additional fields on this page to be entered go to the Plan page. 
 

 
 

Add a row using this button. Change the effective date here  
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On the Plan page the existing plans are copied forward to this page.  Add new plans by inserting a row 
(+).  Delete any plans (major and/or minor) that are no longer needed by placing your cursor in the Acad 
Plan field and pressing the delete row button (-). 
 
Use the Look Up icon to search for plan codes.  All major and minor codes are listed in the search for the 
plan field.  To limit the number of plan codes shown put the first letter of the plan in the box and press the 
Look Up icon.  Select the proper code from the list.  This will bring in the code with its description. 

• Remember that degree is part of the major code and base your selection on whichever 
degree the student is working toward.  If you do not know what degree the student is working 
toward and your choice is BA or BS choose the BA degree.  In those programs where both 
are available the student must petition for the BS degree and the college will change the plan 
code at that time. 

 
For adding a minor plan, change the plan sequence number to 90 or higher (depending on the number of 
minors).  When deleting a minor and there is more than one remember to renumber the remaining 
minors starting with 90. 
 

 

Search for plan codes using this icon 

Add (+) or delete (-) 
plans using these 
buttons 

Enter degree label only 
if student has 
petitioned for BS in 
plan that is BA or BS 

Change plan sequence 
number here 
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Adding sub-plans when the major has tracks to completion: 
 
Go to the third tab, Student Sub-Plan and enter the sub-plan code. 

 
 
The look up shows you the sub-plans that are available based on the effective date of the plan change.  
If a sub-plan has a current effective date but a future First Valid Term you will not be able to save the 
plan change.  You will need to change the effective date of the plan change to the first day of the First 
Valid Term before you can save. 
 

 

Enter the sub-plan here by typing or 
selecting from the Look Up. 
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Plan Sequencing 
 
The Plan Sequence is an arbitrary sequence number that orders the appearance of majors on the 
transcript.  This is important for undergraduates with more than one major.  The lowest number is first, 
the highest number is last.  Plan sequence numbers assigned through Admissions start with 1.  Plan 
sequence numbers assigned through Student Program/Plan start with 10. 
 
As you add rows to the plan page the sequence number increases by 10 for each plan row.  Should the 
order of the plans need to be changed, change the plan sequence numbers so the plan that should 
appear first is the lowest, and so on.  Make the change to the sequence number before you save.  You 
won’t be able to do it on that row after saving.   
 
You do not have to use increments of 10.  The only rule to be aware of is that all minors (plans with plan-
type = minor) will have sequence numbers of 90 or higher.  You will need to assign this sequence 
number for the minors so be sure to check the prior minors and use the next number in order.  No 
major may have a plan sequence number higher than 89. 
 
Once a minor has been declared any new majors or minors will automatically be numbered 99.  You will 
need to assign an appropriate plan sequence number to this new major or minor before saving. 
 
For example, consider a student who is picking up a second major in Biology, while maintaining the 
existing Anthropology major.  You add Biology, and the system automatically assigns a sequence 
number of “20.”  
  
Plan Plan sequence 
Anthropology 10 
Biology 20 
 
For whatever reason, you determine that Biology should appear first on the transcript.  This is done by 
changing the Plan sequence number for Biology to anything less than 10 or changing Psychology to 20 
and Biology to 10. 
 
Plan Plan sequence 
Anthropology 10 
Biology 8 
 
or 
 
Plan Plan sequence 
Anthropology 20 
Biology 10 
 
 
Now, when the transcript prints, Biology will appear first.  On the plan page Anthropology will appear first, 
regardless of sequence number, because the page always shows the plans in alphabetical order. 
 
For students in dual programs the plan associated with the home college (the first one listed in the dual 
program code) must be assigned the lowest plan sequence number.  The plan associated with the dual 
college (the second one listed in the dual program code) must be assigned the next plan sequence 
number.  If the student is admitted to a dual program these will be plans 1 and 2.  Any additional major 
plans can be sequenced after these two. 
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The Declaration Date field is where we will enter the signature date for declarations of major or minor.  
This date is important for NY State TAP as well as for University Rules and Regulations regarding such 
declaration. 
 
If the Requirement Term should be changed enter the new term here. 
 
Once all of the appropriate fields have been completed press the Save icon at the bottom of the page to 
save the changes you have made. 
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Please give this to your Information Coordinator to request your access. 
 
 
____________________________________ was trained to post plan changes on _________________ 
 (your name)          (training date) 
 
 
Connection: 
[ ]Add/update student plans. [recorder’s ofc only] Training Completed __/__/__.  
(SYR_SRU_ST_PRG_PLCO) 


